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From: Don Poss
To: Poss Don L.
Subject: Poetry composed after midnight
Date: Sunday, June 22, 2014 4:30:26 PM


Poetry composed after midnight


Is often lost before the birth of sunlight


Dlp


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Don Poss
To: Poss Don L.
Subject: Quietly drifting with current on narrowing waters
Date: Tuesday, May 27, 2014 8:55:50 AM


Quietly drifting with current on narrowing waters dark brown from mountain's descent.   Tangle brush and foliage
 stand as dark gauntlets in warning.  Banyon roots dip to drink from black stained still inlets of goo...water-spiders
 skate drunkenly, skittering a predator's dance with insect morsels mummified.


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone=
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Shipping and handling: $0.91 USD


Buyer information
Stephen Janke
Jank953208@aol.com


Instructions from buyer
None provided


Ship-to address - Confirmed
Stephen Janke
413 1st street
Carlstadt, NJ 07072
United States


Shipping method
Not specified


From: Steve Janke
To: Don Poss
Subject: Re: Payment received from Jank953208@aol.com
Date: Friday, June 13, 2014 9:30:34 AM


Don,
   Thanks. I have had good reviews from the guys in our unit. I look forward to seeing it advertised on
 your site so it can be helpful to others. Let me know when it becomes available. Thank again...
Steve


Sent from my iPad


On Jun 12, 2014, at 11:42 PM, Don Poss <dposs@dposs.com> wrote:


Stephen


I have reviewed other books of poetry by veterans. There most always power within their
 words. 
I am about halfway through Poems From A Soldier, and find it an
Outstanding collection of poems that will touch dog handlers of any war...
and also friends and family who want to understand why we came 
home forever changed.


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone


On Jun 12, 2014, at 8:07 PM, Stephen Janke via PayPal <member@paypal.com> wrote:


Jun 12, 2014 20:07:45 PDT
Transaction ID: 8YR99783HY982763J


Hello Don Poss,


You received a payment of $75.91 USD from (Jank953208@aol.com).
To see all the transaction details, please log into your PayPal account. It may take a few moments for this
 transaction to appear in your account.


Description Unit price Qty Amount


(2) War-Stories 1-Year HALF Page Review ($75.00)
Item #: (2) War-Stories 1-Year HALF Page Review
 ($75.00)


$75.00 USD 1 $75.00 USD
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Total: $75.91 USD


Receipt No: 3543-0051-8258-8381
Please keep this number for future reference, as your customer doesn't have a PayPal Transaction ID for this
 payment.


Questions? Visit the Help Center at: www.paypal.com/help.


Thanks for using PayPal – the safer, easier way to pay and get paid online.


Please do not reply to this email. This mailbox is not monitored and you will not receive a response. For assistance, log in
 to your PayPal account and click Help in the top right corner of any PayPal page.


You can receive plain text emails instead of HTML emails. To change your Notifications preferences, log in to your account,
 go to your Profile, and click My settings.


PayPal Email ID PP1470 - b5efce5f5b29c



http://www.paypal.com/help






From: Don Poss
To: Don Poss
Subject: Sometimes it"s just the wind
Date: Sunday, October 20, 2013 3:47:18 PM


Sometimes it's just the wind


Stuck in Heaven
Not like its been


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Don Poss
To: Poss Don L.
Subject: The Good Old Days
Date: Tuesday, July 8, 2014 8:59:56 PM


The Good Old Days
(c) 2014, by Don Poss


We went to war
John Wayne as a role model in a snazzy beret.


We were Young and Fearless,
When first in-country,
and life was an adventure before us


But no one needed rescued and everyone had a hand out


Do you remember
No fear
No fat
No dying allowed
John Wayne in black & white,
Zulu in technicolor, and
Godzilla invited Japanese for dinner.


Elvis was drafted and so was Cassius Clay who refused to serve, embraced the Nation of Islam, said he was
 Muhammad Ali, and betrayed America.


Our war was CinemaScope with killer 3D and
Mortars and Rockets aplenty
so common
We no longer ran from the tube...
Just another day.


And then it wasn't.


The first nightmare,
Endless FIGMO countdown,
Stateside BS that always fell
away for lack of interest,
Friends DEROSEd in a box
Jane Fonda on Radio Hanoi
Stars & Strips printing between the lines.


Freedom Bird aloft.


The welcome home
That didn't come
The healing yet to be


Politicians betrayed us pointing fingers and never to
Blame,
They hated the war
They hated us
They hated not getting re-elected.
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Johnson bugged out
Nixon's Plan wasn't
Washington failed America
And walked away...sending
58,000 to early graves.
Kissenger's [In]Decent Intravel bought Jimmy Carter time to silly-putty the nation's wounds with 17% inflation and
 Welcomed Home the Draft Dodger Cowards who died a thousand deaths before deserting their country and
 slithering to Canada.
Everyone loathed the military so the VA remained on the back burner...
G.I.s were betrayed, per government custom, like war-dogs and horses...abandoned to twist ever so slowly in the
 wind.


And we,
Old before our time,
Our youth but a lost memory
Never more to be the good old days before
Vietnam.


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone=








From: Don Poss
To: Don Poss
Subject: The day they write my name in stone
Date: Sunday, October 20, 2013 7:14:40 PM


The day they write my name in stone
... Not on The Wall ... But all alone
I'll say my goodbyes, farethewells and so longs
Then walk into the light
And wait for you.


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Don Poss
To: Don Poss
Subject: The sum of our lives is what others judge their worth.
Date: Sunday, October 20, 2013 6:51:28 PM


The sum of our lives is what others judge their worth.


Still, many in later years measure others not by whom they are today but against a small time frame decades old. 
 Ironically, they themselves no longer measure up to their own ruler of life.  Such filled the ranks of the brown
 shirts...and make some feel one-up on others who likely  succeeded in live far beyond their own.


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone=
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From: jthompson16@indy.rr.com
To: dlp@war-stories.com; larry@larryposs.com
Subject: Vietnam Poem
Date: Thursday, July 24, 2014 2:00:24 PM


This poem is part of a collection of poems I wrote about my tour in Viet Nam at Bien Hoa Air
 Base.  I was in MACV as an advisor to the VNAF 3rd Air Division from August 1971 to
 September 1972.


The Leper Colony
 
Do you see the little paddles nearly hidden in the grass?
 
Well, you'd better learn to spot 'em if you want to save your ass.
 
Now we have to go to Vung Tao 'cause the tester's on the blink,
 
And the Army ship that's anchored there can fix it in a wink.
 
There are lots of helicopters.  It's a pilot we could use.
 
So I check with the advisors; I don't trust the VNAF crews.
 
Joe McGinty says he'll take me, he has nothing else to do.
 
So I go pick up the tester while he rounds us up a crew.
 
Joe's a grizzled Army Major on his fourth tour in the Nam,
 
And he's got more combat hours than the BX cans of Spam.
 
I once asked him why he did it.  He said, "Jim, I'll tell you what."
 
"This-here war don't ‘mount to shit, but it's the only one we got."
 
So I strapped into a side seat with my camera in my hand.
 
I just had to get more pictures of this green and lovely land.
 
Vung Tao’s a major harbor, and a lot of ships were there,
 
But we found the Army's depot boat with lots of time to spare.
 
Joe dropped the Huey roughly on the tiny landing pad,
 
And I heard him in the headset, "For the first time that ain't bad."
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While the Army fixed the tester, Joe and I had time to burn.
 
Swapping stories in the wardroom, sopping coffee from an urn.
 
Now to say the Army had a ship might seem a little strange.
 
But they kept it safe at anchor out of hostile fire range.
 
It had everything they needed to repair their chopper fleet.
 
The machine shop was enormous, and they kept it clean and neat.
 
If they had to put to sea a Navy crew would run the show.
 
But until the war was over there was no place else to go.
 
As we headed back for Bien Hoa with the tester good as new,
 
A request came from the Chaplain as the base came into view.
 
"Is there anybody out there who can take me on a trip,"
 
"To the nearby leper colony that has a plain grass strip?"
 
Good old Joe responded quickly, "This is MACV 263."
 
"Got a VNAF Huey Padre, you can hitch a ride with me."
 
We set down at operations and the Chaplain got aboard.
 
Then they put on several boxes and we saw that they were stored.
 
He had three armed Air Policemen to escort him on the trip.
 
"Well the Green Berets are with us," I heard old McGinty quip.
 
We soon reached the leper's village and we started to set down,
 
When Joe pulled up the collective and he spun the Huey round.
 
Well, we nearly lost the Chaplain, who was sitting by the door.
 
And the AP's were all tangled up and lying on the floor.
 







I pushed the red mike button and I said, "Hey Joe, what gives?"
 
"They had the LZ mined," he said.  "I just saved you boy's lives."
 
"They used what we call butterflies.  They're pretty hard to spy."
 
"It's a favorite Charlie trick for knocking Hueys from the sky."
 
"When the downwash from the rotor bends the paddles to the ground,"
 
"It fires a ring of claymore mines they've planted all around."
 
"Turns a Huey into scrap iron and the people into hash,"
 
"Tell the Chaplain why I did it so he doesn't think I'm rash."
 
I explained it to the Padre 'cause he had no headset on.
 
And he placed his hand on Joe and shouted, "Bless your soul, my son."
 
But the only thing I thought of on our ride back to the ramp,
 
Was how many men had died before we learned to spot the trap.
 
Do you see the little paddles nearly hidden in the grass?
 
Well, you'd better learn to spot 'em if you want to save your ass.
 
 
 
James M. Thompson
Lt Col, USAF (Retired)


Sent from Windows Mail








From: Jim & Jan Thompson
To: dlp@war-stories.com; larry@larryposs.com
Subject: War-Stories:How-to-submit-stories-and-photos
Date: Saturday, July 5, 2014 1:17:37 PM


I am James M. Thompson, Lt Col, USAF (Retired).  From August 1971 to September 1972 I
 served as a member of AFAT 3 at Bien Hoa Air Base in Viet Nam.  I am the author or a series
 of poems about my tour titled, Rhymes of the Co Van.  I’ve included my first poem in that
 series for your consideration.
 


1. Arrival
 
He stepped through the door of the 707 and sucked in a mouthful of Hell.
 
The sunlight beat down from a steely blue sky leaving puddles of heat where it fell.
 
The only relief was a whisper of breeze that was just as much water as air.
 
His shirt was soaked through and his hatband dripped sweat before he could get down the
 stair.
 
It might have been Florida, maybe MacDill, or a midsummer's day at Chanute,
 
But the sign on the terminal gave it away reading, "Welcome to Tan Son Nhut".
 
Some Army MP's dressed in jungle fatigues were showing you just where to go.
 
He followed the crowd toward a building ahead where lines were beginning to grow.
 
It resembled a huge picnic shelter, like the kind that you find in the park.
 
In the shade of the roof it took some little time for his eyes to adjust to the dark.
 
Though three sides were open to let in the breeze and ceiling fans whirred overhead,
 
The air was as close as a lover's caress and smelled like the breath of the dead.
 
There were windows with numbers, and everyone seemed to be lining up at window one.
 
He fell into line as some fat NCO confirmed that was the thing to be done.
 
"Leave copies of orders at this one, check shot records at number two,
 
Change money to script at the third one, complete all of that and you're through."
 
"The bus for Camp Alpha is waiting.  You'll find it just outside that gate."
 
"You'll need a form five to get past the MP's.  Don't hurry, the VC will wait."
 
"Your baggage will be at Camp Alpha.  You'll also get uniforms there."
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"The jungle fatigues and the tropical boots are limited issue, two pair."
 
The first of the windows was what he expected, leave orders and check some routines.
 
Did he have a Geneva Convention card?  (Does Ho Chi Minh know what that means?)
 
Had he made out a will before leaving the States?  Was emergency data all right?
 
The last thing was checking your dog tags, make sure they stay on day and night.
 
The next window checked if you'd had all your shots and you sure had to have quite a few.
 
Yellow fever and typhus and bubonic plague plus smallpox and cholera too.
 
Some bugs here were new to the medics, and they had little comfort to give,
 
They pumped in some antibiotics and made book on whether you'd live.
 
The last window changed all your money, you turned in your dollars for script.
 
When he read the third window's directions he thought that his mind must have flipped.
 
It gave quite explicit instructions on sorting your money for swap,
 
The ones and the five’s on the bottom, the ten’s and the twenty’s on top.
 
The portraits must be facing upward with all the bills turned the same way,
 
The president's heads must be upright for your stack to get the OK.
 
He sorted his money and stacked it, just as the third sign said to do.
 
He got to the third counter window and carefully handed it through.
 
But the clerk passed it back in an instant, and said, "This is wrong, don't you see?"
 
He protested he'd followed instructions and asked what the problem could be.
 
"Your money will not pass inspection, the corners must be sharp and square."
 
No dog-eared green money accepted, you straighten it out then and there.
 
He carefully straightened the paper and un-turned each corner just so.
 
He'd done some dumb things in the service, but this surely hit a new low.
 
To ask why would be truly useless, he doubted if anyone knew.
 
The clerk in the window was no help at all - it was just something he had to do.







 
He noticed the president's pictures and how they did not go along.
 
The Treasury folks, evidently, were printing the money all wrong.
 
While Washington, Lincoln and Jackson looked off to their left all three,
 
Al Hamilton looked squarely off to his right defying the powers that be.








From: Throneburg, Robert A
To: dlp@war-stories.com
Subject: BROKEN LINK (http://www.war-stories.com/review-book-poems-from-a-soldier-stephen-janke-2014.htm): I am


 Reporting a Broken Link / Photo on this page, OR, I want to Comment.
Date: Monday, October 20, 2014 10:15:56 AM


Don Poss: I am Reporting a Broken Link / Photo on this page, OR, I want to Comment as follows:


 


Don,


Trying to find your e-mail address. Hope you made it home safe and sound from the reunion.
 Thank you Thank you thank you for the poster and the opportunity to share it. It means so
 much. More than I can ever put into words. It will soon be framed.  I did get a few more
 request for the prints from the guys at the kennels at Barksdale.  Let me hear from you and
 see if we can get some to them.


 


My e-mail is work: 


  robert.throneburg@duke-energy.com


Home:  throneburg5@sccoast.net


 


Phone work:  803-701-3900


Cell: 704-609-1912


Thank you again. Look forward to seeing you.  Are you in Inverness, Fla?


 


Bob Throneburg


Nemo a-534
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From: Don Poss
To: Don L. Poss
Subject: What Do You Want From Me
Date: Saturday, November 15, 2014 8:47:19 AM


What do You Want from Me?


PTSD: I thought I was stronger than that and for forty-eight years I was--until I wasn't.


A Vietnam Veteran friend told me I was screwed up and needed help and he didn't take No for an answer, and
 literally walked me through the VA's intake.  He knew I had last gone to the VA nine years earlier--it was like an
 exploding colostomy-bag airburst of buereacrtic-insult-rudeness and max effort to send me to some other
 department or just out the door.  Everyone that VA-Day offended me.  I never went back.  John said it was different
 at the VA now.  I wasn't buying it.


I knew something was wrong: sane people don't think about Vietnam every day for generations; don't have intrusive
 thoughts that derail a normal family get-together; don't have grandkids ask grandma what's wrong with gramps;
 don't have a wife that crys because she doesn't know what's wrong with me and feels like she's walking on eggshells
 around me.


I understood Vietnam would never leave me alone when, one Veterans Day I watched the obligatory June 6th D-
Day with an old WWII vet pointing out where he came ashore that bloody day, sixty years ago: “…and over there's
 where so and so was killed and over there was where Al bought it—“ and then he broke down and started crying.


I remember asking myself when it would ever end--it was the 60th Anniversary of D-Day, yet the eight-years old vet
 was still emotionally in turmoil over it.  At that moment, I knew it would never end for me--either I handled
 Vietnam or Vietnam would handle me.  It's kicked my butt.


I thought I could suck it up and cram Vietnam back in some deep box in my brain-bucket, which I conned myself in
 to believing was possible.  That worked fairly well during the daytime, but Vietnam still rules the night.


I started and hosted two large Vietnam Veterans websites, which are now in their twentieth year and now two of the
 oldest.  Hundreds of stories are posted by Vietvets, with thousands of photos, plus hundreds of war poems and
 prose are posted.  I also have posted dozens of stories and hundreds of photos of my 1965-1966 tour as a K-9 Sentry
 Dog Handler at Da Nang Airbase, as one of the first military working dogs in Vietnam with U.S. forces.


The last ten years of my life have taken a toll on who I was and am today.  Anxiety, depression, nightmares and near
 constant intrusive-memories have surfaced and overwhelmed any meager attempt to subdue them.  Unreasonable
 sudden flashes of anger that I recognized as such but couldn't stop.  I thought I was losing my mind.  It couldn't be
 PTSD—whatever that is--that's for those shell-shocked wounded-heart combat-fatigue type guys...and yes I
 believed that was real--for them--and they need and deserved help from the government or that somebody should
 hand them a hankie or give them a magic pill—it was some other guy’s problem.


Things got worse.  Insomnia was the norm.  Checking the doors and windows being secure was my new
 unrecognized hobby.  Setting on the couch half the night listening...staying alert...seeing my Nam memories play
 out...wondering if I killed him…seeing faces I served with of KIA and those who were, have, and are dying from
 Agent Orange--remembering their names; their dogs names--and unable to make it stop or go away or control it at
 all.  I didn't even know what “it” was.


I stopped leaving the house--if I could help it--things went wrong if I went out.  I stopped making excuses for not
 going to the grandkids soccer games or school events--I just said a Pat-Nixon-No...and now I realized that everyone
 felt relieved gramps was staying home again.  I cared--but I didn't care.  I wanted a bunker I could climb in to.


I couldn't hear an airplane fly over, or a chopper whop by without it triggering a daymare.   I couldn't see trucks with
 wood slate rails; foothills; Air Force Bases along freeways; spoiled meat...all of the things that had were dormant
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 for several decades were suddenly and without reason demanding I listen-up and figure it out--now.


I had no idea what was happening to me--I thought I might be losing it—I was sure of it. I decided to talk to a friend
 I had known for years who had became a psychologist.  Conversation went like this:  I have this friend who is
 becoming a basket case and can't handle unexplainable memories of the Vietnam War.  He did his part without
 anguish or bad feelings back then--hated the enemy, lost friends, sucked it up and went home and did alright with
 his life until now--do you think he has PTSD and if so what should I tell him?


My shrink friend, whom I really do respect, paused in thought and his reply went something like this:  Don, you
 don't fit the typical profile for the typical PTSD veteran I see.  You are clean cut, dress well (for the 70s) [funny guy
 ], shower regularly, don't drink and I don't believe you've never taken illegal drugs.  [he was right on all points
 except the 70's crack].  And you graduated from university, are a reasonably dedicated Christian--your politics do
 need some work--and you've been married to the same lady for over 47 years...in short you are not the stereotype
 norm I see for PTSD. Nevertheless, your friend is in jeopardy and perhaps danger, and needs to seek help--the
 sooner the better.  As I've said, that was over nine years ago.  Vietnam was okay with that and slowly turned up the
 burner.


Early this year I decided to go down to the VA and see if someone could just talk to me about what I've never told
 my wife or anyone—ever—and suddenly felt I absolutely had to tell someone now.  It was then my friend John
 corralled me and told me his PTSD story.  Then he heard my stories and told me he would meet me at the VA.


The VA I have contact with showed respect to vets (even when they are bent out of shape), and recommended i have
 an advocate to file a claim and receive max help.  I did file in May and received a permanent rating within four
 months, whereas I was told by vets it would take two years and then you would have to appeal.  I was astounded—
flabbergasted-- that my rating was 100%--there must be some mistake; but there wasn't.  I felt ashamed and felt pt
 hat confirmed I was broken and less of a man.  I had never talked about Vietnam and resolved not to mention my
 rating to anyone either.


At a veteran's reunion in last October I caved and told a trusted friend my VA claim was approved and the rating.  I
 was very take aback when he smiled and congratulated me.  I hadn't looked at my claim as having a goal to max out
 the highest rating possible. I naively thought my goal was to find a magic shrink-button light switch to shut down
 Vietnam’s best effort to kick my head in.


Today, I am signed up at the VA.  Every contact at the Loma Linda, CA facility has been great.  I have participated
 in everything recommend for me.  While waiting for appointments, I've heard about topical vet issues:  Personally, I
 do not care if "they" change the name of PTSD or not; it's changed many times over the war years of our country:
 Soldier's Heart, Shell Shock, Combat Fatigue, PTSD. I do care if they try to change it to screw Veterans out care
 deserved and earned.


What do I care about?  I am concerned about my fellow veterans opinions about PTSD, and most, like I was, knew
 little about the subject.


I am concerned about changing the requirements adding PTSD for eligibility for a Purple Heart.  I understand that
 MRIs and brain scans of PTSD and TBI are similar in areas injured and changed.  I am old school in that a Purple
 Heart means you were wounded in combat or resulting from enemy action, and shed blood for our country—and
 yes that includes cheap-hearts. And yes I understand that I have trouble dealing with things I did and witnessed and
 experienced in a fire fight--and at the time didn't give it much thought--but that has changed over the last decade for
 me.


Believing the above, I would not be able to accept a Purple Heart as it was issued to close friends and relatives KIA
 in Vietnam--and represents a sacrifice and respect owed, and special honor from our country.


I also care about the young vets from Iraq and Afghanistan, and want them to speak up and listen up when anyone
 tells them they need help—or if you figure that out on you own.  If you are a young vet then just do it so you don't
 end of forty years from now with stuff for brains.


What I do hope to see is acceptance by veterans and current military that war can fry your brain decades,







 generations, after the last shot was fired.  I don't particularly care what some Jane Fonda lovin’ creton moron draft-
dodging civilian troll thinks.


Veterans,  PTSD is not a sign of weakness, cowardice, shirking one's duty, as most served honorably and had no
 problem then at all—but some couldn't cope from day-one of a traumatic event, and some eons later are having
 problems now.  If you were there—you know what that could mean.


So what can you do when talking with a Vietvet who acknowledges to you he has PTSD?  You can offer a word of
 support, even if it's only Welcome Home.  Don't congratulate him, for pete-sakes—he didn't win the lotto or snag
 the carousel’s golden ring!  The Vietnam-pooch screwed him royal, and the VA recognizes that fact!
They don't need pity or contempt, so if that's your opinion then just move on.  Make an effort to talk with a PTSD
 vet and tell him candidly that you don't know much about it, and ask how PTSD  effects him.  The vet won't be
 offended…and you might learn something about why 22 vets in America commit suicide daily.


As for the thought that some are scamming the system...that is likely true.  I can spot a BS'er and I suspect you can
 to; I know the VA shrinks can and do and also submit them for prosecution--and rightly so.


So. How can I word it so you will understand what PTSD ground zero is for me?  I would have to borrow from the
 Allied WWII phrase that signaled the call to action, and the imminent invasion of Normandy:  Vietnam, for me,
 "...wounds my heart with monotonous langur."  And that's God’s truth.


Whether PTSD is called by names such as Soldier's Heart, Shell Shock, Combat Fatigue, Battle Fatigue--or whether
 you go back over 2,500 years (which is the oldest reference I have found) where PTSD is recognized and named,
 “Marked by the Sword,” and written in scripture in the Book of Job 15:22 ("He despairs of escaping the realm of
 darkness; he is marked by  the sword” [NIV]). PTSD is real...deadly...and claims the lives of veterans we served
 with at an alarming rate.


I can't change anything about my private war--I wish I could—and I don't want to be congratulated for having
 PTSD; neither do I want to be looked down upon.  At age 70 now--what do you want from me? —it’s in your
 ballpark so do something about PTSD killing your comrades who stood with you when in mattered.


Don Poss,
100% PTSD
Da Nang AB, RVN 1965-1966
USAF K-9 Sentry Dog Blackie, X129
iPTSD Poems, by Don Poss


Sent from my iPhone


Sent from my iPad=








From: Don Poss
To: Poss Don L.
Subject: Brother against Brother
Date: Tuesday, May 27, 2014 8:45:12 AM


Brother against Brother
(c) 2014 by Don Poss


So great the carnage of our civil war..,
Nearly two centuries would pass before such reckless thoughts could not summarily be dismissed for our future. 


Pray it not be so.
Pray we will be a nation of one once more.


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone=
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From: Don Poss
To: Poss Don L.
Subject: When I Come Home
Date: Tuesday, May 27, 2014 8:39:32 AM


When I Come Home
(c) 2014 Don Poss


Deros and no one cared
Didn't even know where I had gone


Decades passed and they all
Forgot what they should have
Remembered.


 I did not. I cannot. I wish I could deros from what keeps me there.


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Don Poss
To: Poss Don L.
Subject: Burning Clouds, aglow night long.
Date: Friday, May 16, 2014 9:57:31 PM


Burning Clouds, aglow night long.
Like northern lights dancing their song... a fearsome carouseled ring-around-the-Rosie -- snatch the golden ring if
 you can -- orbiting the air base.


A necklace of fired Pearl-light...
White-hot, bood-red. like
the face of a monster clock:
At 0100, the brilliant go-to-the-light that erases all else at end of life ...
At 2300... the faintest crackling sparks of life fade forever in wispy gray cinders, ghosting along.


Angry fire demons skate amuck
With blade tracks of fire sparking amber and red-yellow like talons raking within heavy clouds.


Roiling black catapulted balls of white light upward and fire a momentary universal big-bang-flare that nova
 blinding scars,
like a welder's arc without mask, and zig a jagged zag toward earth and imprint an image on your soul.


A light mirage... flare light shimmering life's distortions before the fortress's pearly gates...
and judgement.


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone=
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From: Don Poss
To: Don Poss
Subject: Yesterday"s Hero
Date: Sunday, October 20, 2013 6:33:35 PM


Yesterday's Hero
Far away places, where Heros abound...
Heaven's  back door


We were the sons of the greatest generation.
We wore the same helmets.
The same uniform,
And ate their leftover K rations.
We were of the same metal.
Same determination,
Same guts.
We were undefeatable.
We were betrayed.
Bastards in heaven
We could be


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Don Poss
To: Poss Don L.
Subject: But the Air Force
Date: Tuesday, May 27, 2014 8:47:30 AM


But the Air Force
Sails the heavens
Soars oer clouds
and glides the curvature of earth


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: VSPA
Subject: poem - Before I Wake
Date: Monday, December 1, 2014 8:24:33 PM


poem - Before I Wake


The battle has begun
Fought by warriors
Paid in coin or of patriots' heady wine.


No happily ever after, nor pease of mind, even if victorious.


Cadaver laughed a flatline smile at a joke on the other side.
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From: Don Poss
To: Poss Don L.
Subject: Endless Night
Date: Tuesday, May 27, 2014 8:38:47 AM


Endless Night
(c) 2014 Don Poss


Gods come calling


Cross them not


Endless night
Dawn shall not come for me


No glory in death
No peace in life
What then brings rebirth
Between heaven and earth


And no one cares for the song
Of an old veteran this side
Of The Wall.


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: VSPA
Subject: Going Home to Texas
Date: Sunday, November 23, 2014 2:56:44 PM


Going Home to Texas
(c) 2014 Dom Poss


A few detours along the way;
Went through Tennessee an Georgia
Layed  a wreath on my greatgrand-dad's grave on Alabama
And Drove on through old town Roswell
Found my way 'cross Arizona
And white lilly's on mom's Nevada grave.  Scattered good thoughts on Red Rock mountain
 where daddy's ashes came to rest final. 


Don't think the county's nothin but passed on family...just had to thank them for all they gave.


Kin fought the revolutionary war...even saw the great man himself.


Kin fought both sides the War Between the States, and heard the summons of judgement's call 


In WWI kin were at the solmmes and covered from shells that plowed the fields


WWII Albert went down on the USS West Virginia, and now at rest at Punchbowl Cemetery.
  My namesake sailed a sub in to Tokyo Bay... sank some ships and tighten some jaws...and
 served out the war as a POW.


Kin fought for the South in raveged  Vietnam,
Bleed for them,
And family name's engraved in stone.


A young kin fell in Iraq...his family grieving still.


All the family believes we pay the price...we answer county's call...
We remember
We pray for our country 
As we travel home down country roads 


Car's gotta a window that won't roll up
Waitin' under a bridge for the rain to pass...


Life's seems like a tunnel-bridge...and rain's life's trouble that never pass.


County says they'll pave'em someday....


Lord I'd settle for a little piece of heaven
I pray it's not a slice of hell.


Forgive me for the thinks I did in Vietnam and for the heartaches caused their families.
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I believe Your promises in the Book of John...a little piece of heaven will do me fine.








From: Don Poss
To: Poss Don L.
Subject: How infinite is God...
Date: Friday, May 16, 2014 9:57:46 PM


How infinite is God...
There at the beginning
The creation
The breath of life to Adam
The flood
Parting of the sea
And all through the eyes of the living in real time,
He watched mountains wither to valleys and depress into oceans.
Saw countless stars blaze alive and named them one by one.


Generations lived and died
Like brief flickers of light...a wavering vapor


Eternal is the I Am.


Not enough to live the life
Without sharing what life you are living--an eternal relationship with God awaits the few...
Judgment is his jest.


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone=
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From: Don Poss
To: Poss Don L.
Subject: Letters
Date: Tuesday, May 27, 2014 8:51:04 AM


Letters


What's it really like my dear?
Is it as boring as they say?
We are winning
So the news says
But what I'm not quite sure.


But when I saw you in Hawaii
You seemed not just the same.


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Don Poss
To: Don Poss
Subject: One Brave Man
Date: Sunday, October 20, 2013 5:25:01 PM


One Brave Man
Can turn the battle.


One Brave Man
Can stop an enemy's advance


One Brave Man
Can turn the tide to victory
in war
In peace
In personal battles.


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: VSPA
Subject: Poem - Cherubs Falling
Date: Monday, December 22, 2014 8:38:50 PM


Poem - Cherubs Falling


In dead of night...
Like falling stars their life's were slight.


Still virgin on earth at their end.
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From: VSPA
Subject: Poem - Drawn and Quartered
Date: Friday, December 5, 2014 8:46:12 PM


Poem - Drawn and Quartered


Between night and day
Intrusive thoughts
Repaying dreams.
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From: VSPA
Subject: Poem - Falling into Heaven
Date: Friday, November 21, 2014 8:27:15 AM


Poem - Falling into Heaven
(c) 2014 by Don Poss


Salvation from my dreams
All the war's not glory and
still far from what it seems,


Oft  lost to here and now and wander the wilderness of tangled past; locked in never ending
 what-ifs where dirt is not cheaper than life.


I shall not be slain by the night claws of a fury...fangs that draw me down into misery-wounds
 time can never heal...I look up
and fall into heaven.
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From: VSPA
Subject: Poem - Furies of my Dreams
Date: Sunday, December 7, 2014 7:01:30 PM


Poem - Furies of my Dreams


A keen analitical mind once told me I could derail the furies...then made me believe it. She
 was mostly right.
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From: VSPA
Subject: Poem - Hues of the Id
Date: Monday, December 22, 2014 8:43:20 PM


Poem - Hues of the Id
(c) 2014 Don Poss


All the ones who fought and fell
All the ones who walked through hell; sour dreams of raining mortars and rockets; future
 generations with dreams of little-bombs still singing.


Some felt guilty they had lived so long
Others wondered if brothers died for their wrong.


Warriors came home burying the war in troubled Ids, and hidaway their duffle bags of whys
 and what-ifs.


The Id lay dormant till a time of its chosing
Laying in wait;
Patiently contriving an altered fate


And pounced with a vengeance upon one once strong, now unprepared, vulnerable, and at risk.
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From: Don Poss
To: Poss Don L.
Subject: Poem - I"ll Carry You Now
Date: Friday, December 26, 2014 9:06:43 AM


Poem - I'll Carry You Now
(c) 2015 by Don Poss


A mile to the LZ you carried me then.
My blood soaked your back, until there was no more.
Medivac took my body, and I saw you run back to rejoin the fight, as my spirit winged away.
Decades passed and then I felt your call.  Your dreams scare even me; it was as worse as you remember, but you
 have not yet understood you could not, and cannot, change a thing. Many veterans do not understand either.
Don't blame yourself...you couldn't have ran carrying me any faster...the Huey was taking fire, and delayed, and it
 was my time.
What happened to us then was numba-10-thou.  What is happening to you now is just wrong, and I want you to live
 your life in peace.
You carried me then...
I will carry you now ...
for as long as it takes for the dust off to arrive.


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone=
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From: Don Poss
To: Poss Don L.
Subject: Poem - No One Left Behind
Date: Monday, December 29, 2014 9:18:40 AM


Poem - No One Left Behind
(c) 2015 by Don Poss


No One Left Behind:
Not Killed In Action
Not Killed In Line Of Duty
Not Wounded In Action
Not TBI
Not PTSD
Not POW
Not MIA
NO ONE !


Don Poss
Sent from my iPad


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: VSPA
Subject: Poem - Perfect Tears
Date: Monday, December 1, 2014 7:23:52 PM


Poem - Perfect Tears


Dew drops off a leaf.
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From: VSPA
Subject: Poem - Take Our Brother Home
Date: Monday, December 22, 2014 8:40:50 PM


Poem - Take Our Brother Home
KIA, LOD, MIA, PTSD
(c) 2014 Don Poss


Exposing themselves to enemy's ire
For their brother whose life's spirit bled-out in dreadful dire
They raced to the Medivac
Ghost ship stacked with dead, pooled-blood shimmering, rotors whopping,
And begged God speed to
Surgeon's lair; 
Brothers caringly locked and loaded him through Huey's portal, unknowingly 
into the other side of Heaven's Wall.


Sowing seeds to reap another languishing soul; a vastly PTSD harvest most certain.
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From: Don Poss
To: Poss Don L.
Subject: Poem - This Christmas Day
Date: Thursday, December 25, 2014 8:24:20 AM


Poem - This Christmas Day
(c) 2014, by Don Poss


Two thousand and more Christmases have passed and round the world Christians have paused to consider its
 meaning.


As a boy, Christmas was presents and family and great food, and Silent Night. A happy time. Even joyous.


As a young man, Christmas was away from home in service to our country.  Friends, good food, a little homesick.


Then came the war where scores of thousands would die.  A foreign land, language, people. Still, we tried to regain
 the memories of Christmas past.  C-rats sprinkled with Christmas cheer.  Shared cookies from home.  Silent night
 sang nearby, drifting on the wind. Everyone listened, remembering better times, with family, loved ones, and the
 Christmas tree even then decorated at home.


And we remembered those fallen, whose last Christmas on earth was last year.  And wondering, knowing, this
 would be the last Christmas for many. A deeper meaning and understanding of life and Christmas was felt by all.


Nearly a half century has passed since the Vietnam War, and as many Christmases.  But the Christmas of 1965 is the
 one I most remember...in that foreign land where even the faint shadow of Christmas past was a living reminder of
 old times...and a prayer to just survive and once more share joy at home, with family, fireplace, great food...and for
 times to come with  children and even grandkids to be...on the day the world joins in holiday and Christians
 celebrate the birth of our Savior, Jesus Christ on this Christmas Day.


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone=
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From: VSPA
Subject: Poem - millstone
Date: Thursday, December 18, 2014 4:13:56 PM


Poem - millstone


Tie a millstone round my neck
Roll it down a hill toward a lake
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From: VSPA
Subject: Poem - waiting
Date: Sunday, December 7, 2014 7:00:49 PM


Poem - waiting


I set straddling  sandbags of the K-9 fighting hole,
Watching the twilight slip away to golden dusk. Blackie is scanning the tall grass around us,


Almost time to move out
And quarter my post.
Find a dark place to hunker down
Watch
Listen
Be ready for the dangers of the night.
Another minute
The golden lights drag the starry host in its wake, erasing the last Amber glow.
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From: VSPA
Subject: Poem - why
Date: Monday, December 22, 2014 4:55:21 AM


Poem - why


Why did it have to happen the way it happened?


What can restore hope?
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From: VSPA
Subject: Poem PTSD
Date: Saturday, November 22, 2014 6:25:30 PM


Poem PTSD
(c) 2014 Don Poss


Some vets still fight wars long ended.


for twenty-two daily their war ends, and PTSD wins their early deaths.
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